Lab Audit Response Time

When findings are included on a lab audit report, a written response detailing the corrective action taken (or planned in the case of larger projects) is required within 10 business days of receipt of the report. Learn more about the Lab Audit Process.

Handling Antimicrobial or Investigational New Drugs

Appropriate handling, administration, personal protective equipment, and waste disposal techniques are crucial for safe handling. Learn more about Antimicrobial and Investigational New Drugs — page not found.

Reporting Requirements

You must report any of the following lab incidents IMMEDIATELY:

- Explosions: Any type of explosion (i.e., caused by heat, pressure, chemical, etc.), contact 911 as an EHS Duty Officer can assist and secure the scene.
- Fires: Large or small. For fires call 911 or use the fire alarm for the building.
- Bio — involving biological materials, e.g., accidental aerosol transmission, spills, the release of a virus, etc. Contact ehsbio@ucsd.edu.
- Injury — e.g., needle sticks, chemical burn, etc. Report immediately (e.g., burns, dressings, bandages materials released).

Report Safety Concerns / Near Misses

Report non-emergency and non-injury safety concerns, near misses and EH&S Department feedback to the Lab Notes Form A & B: https://www.ehs.ucsd.edu/biohazard-training/safety-news-forms.html

Sharps Shortage

Many sharps containers are on back-order due to the increased sharps waste production at vaccination locations. Procurement sourced a list of additional sharps containers with good availability.

The Research Safety Buyer’s Guide has been updated to include the order form. For additional information, visit How to Dispose of Sharps - page not found.

Minors in Labs

As we begin summer activities, children are not allowed to be in lab spaces unless they have been approved. Follow the Minors in the Lab Guide and the guidelines outlined in Safe Supervision of Minors at UCSD.

Lab Trash and Dumps

Dumps on university property are for trash generated on campus. Typically, custodial teams place trash into the dumpster; however, if you are clearing out a room, you may deposit some items yourself. Do not overfill the dumpster or place items such as barrels, chemicals and paint, crates, computer and electronic equipment, or large scrap metal in the dumpster.

Learn more about Waste Management rules.

Go Green!

Labs can reduce their footprints without compromising research quality or safety. This team-based approach focuses on minimizing the use of energy, water, and materials while improving efficiency. Even with all the recent changes to COVID-19 and transitioning to best practices, UC San Diego Green Labs engage laboratory faculty, staff and students in performing assessments, reducing waste and improving recycling, replacing inefficient equipment and transitioning to beef practices.

COVID-19 Training

Even with all the recent changes to County and State guidelines, CalOSHA still requires that all employees complete the COVID-19 Prevention Training before returning to campus.

Fire Alarms in Labs

Always exit the building immediately when the fire alarm sounds even if you do not see a fire and/or smoke.

Returning to Campus Soon?

Learn about campus safety information and resources for new and returning students.

Questions? Comments? Concerns?

- Form A & B
- PPE Office fittings
- Virtual fittings are also available online. Please speak with your supervisor and ensure that you have been added to the PPE Office Buyer’s Guide.
- Prior to scheduling an appointment, go out the Online PPE Fitting Form.
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